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Why are we doing this?

• Virtual assessments will be an ongoing 
part of our clinical toolkit

• Need to gathering information remotely 
to properly inform a comprehensive 
geriatric assessment

• ConnectingOntario ClinicalViewer is an 
inter-facility portal that provides 
information on medications, labs, 
imaging, consultation notes, LHIN 
referrals, and visit history. 



Objectives

• To understand how to use ConnectingOntario to gather information 
for a geriatric consultation

• Understand where to find information

• Understand the limitations of the system 



How to launch ConnectingOntario

1. Through your own hospital’s EMR system. Your access is tied to your 
institution, so you must be within the intranet (e.g. using Citrix or 
remotely logon) to access ConnectingOntario.

2. Through eHealth Ontario website. You may separately register for 
access outside of an institution. This is convenient if you do clinical 
work outside of a hospital, e.g. in a private clinic or in a long-term 
care home. 



ConnectingOntario external link

• https://ehealthontario.on.ca/en/health-care-
professionals/connectingontario

• If you Google “ConnectingOntario”, that link should be the first hit. 

• You can request access on this website. You can also login if you 
already have access. Login is done using your ONE-id. 

https://ehealthontario.on.ca/en/health-care-professionals/connectingontario


For physicians

• Physicians can email Charles Lee to get access to ConnectingOntario. 
They can also give you 1 on 1 training to use the tool. 

Charles.Lee@ontariomd.com

mailto:Charles.Lee@ontariomd.com


What’s the first thing 
that comes to your 
mind when you launch 
ConnectingOntario?



What I noticed

• If you use the direct link to ConnectingOntario outside of your 
hospital network (e.g. remote login), it’s actually faster. 

• Not necessarily worth getting external access, but I really like using 
the direct link when I’m working remotely. 

• The only issue is that you need to look up the patient using their 
health card number. 
• If you use the hospital network, the interface usually goes directly to the 

patient’s record without having to do further look up. 



Limitations

• Not all data types are included from each hospital

• Not every hospital is included, but most are
• https://ehealthontario.on.ca/connectingontario-data-summary/index.html

• Medications limited to ODB record

• Occasionally, some external labs are not included (rare)

• You have to get individual access in long-term care or private clinic, 
but if you’re part of a hospital as well, you can use remote logon and 
search by health card number (upcoming slide)

https://ehealthontario.on.ca/connectingontario-data-summary/index.html


Let’s start

• We’ll start by looking up a patient’s record

• If you launch from a hospital EMR system, it should go directly to the 
patient’s ConnectingOntario record without needing a health card.





Enter health card number 
with no spaces and no 

version code



You can shrink this part by clicking the top right ⩓ sign

By default, the interface will give you 
results from the last 30 days only.

But for geriatrics, you’ll want more!



Set a custom period of time to search. 

I usually just adjust the “From” date to 2012 or 2006, depending on how 
much time I have. If I don’t have much time at all, I choose 1 year to as far 

back as 2016. 



What’s your legal obligation to comb through 
all the records?
• Unlike a physical chart, the amount of information available on 

Connecting Ontario can be endless, especially for complex patients 
with many clinical visits. 

• Will I get in trouble if I don’t go all the way back in time to read all the 
available records? 
• But I really don’t have that much time…



CMPA opinion (for MDs)



CMPA opinion part 2







Basically

If you cannot review Connecting 
Ontario at all (server is down) or if 
some parts are not loading, it’s 
helpful to state that in your note. 

It can offer some legal protection in 
the event that something critical 
was in Connecting Ontario, but it 
was buried deep within the system.



Most helpful information from 
ConnectingOntario

1. Medication list

2. Labs

3. Notes

4. Imaging

5. LHIN referral details





You can get some useful information here:
1. Blisterpack or not: Look at days supply. If multiples of 7/14/21/28, 
then likely blisterpack.
2. Pharmacy and pharmacy number (click item and scroll down)
3. Family doctor’s name and CPSO number



You can search for drugs, e.g. “donepezil”
- Useful for figuring out when someone started a drug

You can also print the page. I usually print the first 2 
pages, which will have the most recent medications. 





You can search for a lab, e.g. B12, TSH, calcium, A1C

You can also print lab reports as they appear on printed 
OLIS documents. 



























How long do I usually 
spend looking?

• Usually 5-10 minutes per 
patient. 

• Complex patients may 
take longer, maybe up to 
15-20 mins.



Wait, what about the InterRAI reports?

• No screenshots available – sorry!

• I only find the last pages helpful, where the medications and issues 
are summarized.

• Otherwise, I don’t find the information that useful, and on occasion, I 
find them inaccurate. 



What else can I do on this site?

• I will sometimes bring up the images of CT head or MRI brain and use 
“Share screen” to show families. This is helpful for them visualizing 
why the patient is behaving a certain way. 

• Can also show other images like CT abdo/pelvis or chest x ray

• I’m not expecting everyone to do this, only if you know how to 
interpret the images. 


